
Does the agency agreement define your mutual responsibilities 

under GDPR?

Does it make it clear the Providers/Suppliers reponsibilities in the 

case of a breach?

Have you updated your own employment contracts to define GDPR 

responsibilities?

Does Provider/Supplier take responsibility for the security of its 

Data internally or do they outsource to a Third Party?

Does Provider/Supplier ensure that no personal information is 

transferred, processed or stored outside of the EU either by 

themselves a Third Party?

 

Do you conduct regular security testing?

Have reasonable steps been taken to protect your systems?  

Detail?

Is data encrypted ‘at rest’ and ‘in flight' including data exchanges 

(email and Application Programming Interfaces (APi’s))?

Provider/Supplier Due Diligence Document GDPR

Contract

System security



Does anyone outside your organisation have access to data 

subjects and their client data?

What data can they see and for what reason?

Do you use ‘Privacy by Design' as a principle?

What access rights do you give to data subjects?

Can your organisation fulfil a subject access request?

Can you log changes to data and report on these changes?

Data Subjects

Data Security



Are you able to log and implement right to be forgotten requests 

(RTBF)?

Can you provide data portability in a usable format?

Do you comply with ISO9001? (Quality Management Systems)

Do you comply with ISO27001? (information Security Certification)

Do you have cyber essentials?

Do you hold cyber insurance? Details?

Does your insurance include data protection and breach 

protection?  

Vendor standards

Insurance



Do you carry professional indemnity insurance? Details?

Is your organisation financially sound? Details?

Are you indemnified in the event of a breach?

Do you restrict data access to authorised personnel?

Do you use open source platforms, such as wordpress?

Financial Stability

Privacy by Design

Do you encrypt data (i.e passwords)?



If yes, have you undertaken a GDPR Due Diligence exerise on your 

own 3rd party providers?

Do you have a clearly defined data recovery policy, which includes 

protocols to ensure there is no breach when restoring data?

Do you have a disaster recovery plan?

Do you have a clean recording pathway in the event of a breach?

Does this process include a procedure for how you will inform the 

Data Subject?

Does this process include a procedure for how the 

Provider/Supplier will inform any relevant Third Parties?

Data recovery

What is your data backup policy in the event of a system failure?

Data Breach



Can you confirm that you are GDPR compliant?

Do you have an appropriate risk management process?

Do you have a designated DPO?

Do you have regular audits of their data services?

Are you able to provide a copy of the audit report on request?

How often are these reviews conducted?

Do these audits demonstrate compliance?

Vendor Compliance

Audit & Reporting


